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OUR STORY

OUR POINT OF DIFFERENCE

Since 1969, Berco has been designing and building tables to the high quality standards of its founder,  
Melvin Berkowitz. Mel believed that listening to his customers, taking care of his employees, and 
manufacturing here in the US were the keys to building tables, and a business, that would stand  
the test of time. 
Over 40 years later, Berco Furniture Solutions continues to take pride in these time-tested values.  
Owner Mike Hojnacki is committed to US manufacturing, and values the company’s team of talented  
and dedicated workers just as his predecessors did.  
Berco has long stood for simple, clean design, quality construction, and incomparable customer  
service.  !e 2013 ownership transition brings welcome investments in all of these areas, as well  
as a renewed commitment to improving the customer experience by making it easier to "nd and  
order the perfect table for any space.

Berco prides itself on having achieved the expertise and capabilities of much larger furniture  
companies, while maintaining the #exibility and responsiveness you expect from a small  
company. Here are just a few of the things that make us di$erent:

• No order is too small (or too large) for Berco.
• We love special orders…custom sizes, shapes, or special features are just part of what we do.
•  We "nd solutions.  Bring us a challenge, and our team won’t rest until we’ve found the ideal  

solution for you.
•  Our Customer Service is personal, and it is relentless. Our people will do whatever it takes  

to "nd and get you the tables you need for your project.

Berco Tables Are

Jobs For American Families.

Made
In The

WARRANTY
THE BEST

IN THE INDUSTRY



Berco not only offers tables  
for any application, but also  
for any budget, with our Basic, 
Better, and Best Collections.  

The Berco Basic Collection … pages 3 & 4
• Simple, a$ordable design
• Industry-standard construction
• Essential functionality

The Berco Better Collection … pages 5-10
•  Quality, polished design to make any space stand out
•  Upgraded construction for stability, strength, and longevity
•  Versatility to accommodate virtually any environment or need

The Berco Best Collection … pages 11-14
•  Timeless, elegant, architectural design aesthetics
•  Top-quality construction with high-end features “standard”
•  Virtually limitless options for "nish and functionalityb

If only everyone who pulled up a chair knew how much went into the selection of 
each table…from "nishes to leg lines, from folding, nesting, and technology options 
to (let’s be honest) budget, every project has unique requirements that must be met 
without compromising the end user’s experience in the space you’ve created.

YOU HAVE A VISION FOR YOUR SPACE.

WE HAVE A TABLE FOR YOUR VISION.

LET US HELP YOU FIND IT.

®
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Berco Basic Collection

Our best selling Basic line for a reason.
Sense o$ers durable style at an entry-level 
price point. Sense’s tubular steel base with 
machine-cut column and 6" x 8" steel plate 
top connector mean you don’t have to sacri"ce 
much to achieve a clean look and bring your 
project in on budget.

Specify Sense for:
• Any “Bid to Win” Project
• Training Rooms
• Classrooms
•  Conference & Meeting Rooms
• Dining Facilities

S e n s e
SOME THINGS  

JUST MAKE SENSE.
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Sense table with Black Wrinkle base,  
Wild Cherry laminate top, and Ebony  
“tough edge.”



888.772.4788

Specify Starfire for:
• Café/Cafeteria Settings
•  Projects Requiring Solid Surface Tops
• Training Rooms
• Classrooms

!e traditional design lines of Star"re  
never go out of style. Sturdy, stable cast iron 
construction with its basic, well-engineered 
leg provides a base that holds up in high-
tra%c, heavy-use areas. 

S t a r f i r e
STARFIRE LETS YOUR 

SPACE BE THE STAR.
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Star!re table with Chrometal base, Fusion 
Maple laminate top, and Aluminum  
PVC edge.
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Berco Better Collection

V o y a g e r
VOYAGER… 

OFTEN IMITATED, 

NEVER DUPLICATED.

If Berco is known for a single table line,  
it’s Voyager. !is trusted line has more than  
40 years of reliability going for it; Voyager 
sets the bar for construction and versatility, 
so you can be con"dent it will look good  
and last in your space. 

Specify Voyager for:
• Training Rooms
• Classrooms
•  Conference & Meeting Rooms
• Cafés and Cafeterias
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Voyager table with Winter Sky base,  
various top laminates, and Beech  
Ribbon edge.



888.772.4788

W h y  V o y a g e r ?
•  Cast iron spider for a stronger connection and zero de#ection
•  Machine cut spider and column for a perfect level "t, ideal when moving and  

joining tables end-to-end
•  MIG welded end caps polished for a seamless appearance and elimination of cap  

loss over time
•  Unparalleled #exibility and options in this price tier; unlimited surface and base  

colors, #ipping, folding, nesting, and adjustable height, 7 modesty panels and a myriad  
of technology options
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Voyager table with Chrometal base and 
Golden Cherry veneer and edge.
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Berco Better Collection

Introduced in 2012, AnyWay has quickly become 
one of Berco’s top-selling lines, and it’s easy to  
see why. Asked what they wanted most in a table, 
the architects’ answer was clear: a slim, clean 
look that keeps the base out of the way when 
seated, allowing the space itself to shine.
AnyWay’s #at foot panel is not only non-intrusive 
to the eye, but creates the ideal resting place 
for feet as well. And like all of the tables in the 
Better Collection, AnyWay is constructed with 
a machine-cut column and cast-iron spider for 
stability and perfect level "t.  
Option-rich AnyWay lets you create virtually  
any look and functionality you need.

A n y W a y
ARCHITECT-DESIGNED 

TO LET YOUR SPACE 

STAND OUT.

Specify AnyWay for:
• Training Rooms
• Classrooms
• Dining Facilities
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AnyWay table with Cappuccino base,  
Desert Zephyr laminate top, and  
Cashmere edge.
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From I to we, and we to I; Mobi can move from 
individual to group work in minutes, making it  
a match for any collaborative environment. 
Mobi’s arched foot design keeps the table base 
out of the way, and its unique top shapes and 
modularity allow users to create countless learning 
and collaborative environments. !e two-tone 
color combinations for leg and foot add up to 
in"nite possibilities.

M o b iMOBI = MOBILITY

Specify Mobi for:
• Classrooms
•  Corporate Training Rooms
• Cafés and Cafeterias
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Mobi table with Moonlit Silver base, Misted 
Zephyr laminate top, and Ebony edge.



Berco Better Collection

Telesto is the logical choice when you’re 
looking for maximum performance and  
options, whether for folding, nesting, or wire 
management, on a mid-size project budget.  
And if green matters to you, you can’t beat 
Telesto for sustainable design. Made with 
80% reclaimed aluminum and “green”  
textured powder coats, Telesto tables are 
100% recyclable. 

Titan combines strength, sleek design, and 
the ultimate in accommodation with its 2" 
and 3" diameter footless post legs that  
won’t get in the way.  
For folding table applications, Titan  
incorporates Berco’s patented folding  
system, with built-in safety innovations 
that let you know when it’s locked and 
won’t snap "ngers or hands during folding 
or opening, important features in settings 
where everyday users will be called upon to 
fold, store, and set up tables in the space.

Te l e s t o T i t a n

TRULY SUSTAINABLE 

STYLE.

SUBSTANCE, STYLE, 

AND STRENGTH.

Specify Telesto for:
• Training Rooms
• Classrooms

Telesto table with Chrometal base,  
Fusion Maple laminate top, and Ashen  
Gray  edge.

www.bercoinc.com9



Form, function, and style come together  
in Voluma, a beautifully sound solution for 
your conference table needs. 
Its specially-constructed cylinder can be 
covered with laminate or wood veneer.  
Size, shape, edge pro"le, and technology 
choices let you create the perfect conference 
space for sales pitches, board meetings, or 
brainstorming sessions. Flat end panel base 
also available.

Specify Voluma for:
• Conference Rooms

Specify Titan for:
• Meeting Rooms
• Conference Rooms
• Lecture Halls

V o l u m a

CONFERENCING IS NO  

LONGER COMMONPLACE.

Voluma table with Nubian Brown  
base, Misted Zephyr laminate top, and 
Chocolate edge.

888.772.4788 10
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Specify iQ Plus for:
• Training Tables
• Conference Rooms
• Lecture Halls

Berco Best Collection

With iQ Plus, the table makes the room.  
A beautiful blend of contemporary styling 
with environment- and tech-friendly features, 
 iQ Plus is the logical choice when you need  
a table with a “wow” factor.

i Q  P l u s
MOVE YOUR PROJECT 

TO THE HEAD OF  

THE CLASS.
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iQ Plus table with Chrometal base,  
Graphite Nebula laminate top, and  
Ebony edge.
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• Recycled aluminum pedestals are 100% recyclable
•  Integrated, hidden wire-management capability maintains an uncluttered look  

in your space
•  Deluxe German-engineered casters roll easily over hard #oors and carpet and resist 

movement when bumped, especially important in high-tra%c spaces or when tables  
are wired together

•  Oval-shaped column and o$set foot design provide a sleek contemporary look

W h y  i Q  P l u s ?
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iQ Plus table with Moonlit Silver base,  
Luna Shadow laminate top, and Ebony edge.
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Specify Discus or Vortex for:
•  Corporate or Higher Education 

Dining Facilities
• Meeting Rooms

The Berco Best Collection

Looking for a timeless, elegant look for your 
space? You’ve come to the right place with 
Berco’s Discus and Vortex lines.  
A powerful swirl of beauty and grace come  
together in the trumpet-shaped Vortex, while the 
classic #at Discus base provides a non-intrusive 
place for the eye (and foot) to rest.
Discus and Vortex table bases have spun steel 
bases weighted for stability. Discus tables have  
6 adjustable glides, ideal for placing tables  
together, even on uneven surfaces.

D i s c u s  &  V o r t e x
SIMPLICITY, GRACE, 

AND STABILITY IN 

SPUN STEEL.
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Discus table with Platinum Wrinkle  
base, Huntington Maple laminate top,  
and Ashen Gray edge.
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Specify Excalibur for:
•  Senior Living Applications
•  High-Tra%c Café/Cafeteria Settings
• Conference Rooms

Only Excalibur wields the strength and  
stability of a solid bar stock steel base coupled 
with a slim and unobtrusive base pro"le. !e 
line’s stationary pedestals are sturdy enough 
for solid surface tops and heavy tra%c, and 
o$er unparalleled durability.

E x c a l i b u r
GIVE YOUR SPACE THE 

EDGE WITH LEGENDARY 

STRENGTH AND STYLE.
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Excalibur table with Mink base, Nubian 
Brown laminate top, and Chocolate edge.
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Need help, have a question, or want to explore the possibilities? We’d love to hear from you.

Address
1120 Montrose Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63104
USA

Phone
888.772.4788 (toll free)
314.772.4700 (local)

Fax
888.772.4789 (toll free)
314.772.2744 (local)

Email
sales@bercoinc.com

www.bercoinc.com

Looking for application-specific ideas and information? See our brochures for:

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ALL OF OUR TABLE 

LINES, INCLUDING FINISHES, SPECIFICATIONS, INSTALLATION  

PHOTOS, WARRANTY AND PRICING, AS WELL AS A LIST  

OF OUR REPS BY STATE, VISIT US ONLINE.

OUR POINT OF DIFFERENCE

Berco prides itself on having achieved the expertise and capabilities of much larger furniture  
companies, while maintaining the flexibility and responsiveness you expect from a small  
company. Here are just a few of the things that make us different:

• No order is too small (or too large) for Berco
• We love special orders…custom sizes, shapes, or special features are just part of what we do.
•  We find solutions.  Bring us a challenge, and our team won’t rest until we’ve found the ideal  

solution for you.
•  Our Customer Service is personal, and it is relentless. Our people will do whatever it takes  

to find and get you the tables you need for your project.


